
ST-DR65-DCTC, HD-F1565-LITC, tST-DR58-CCTC, ST-F155-DCTC, HD-F155-SBTC, ST-CG58-DCTC, 

HD-F165-STTC, HD-DR65-02TC, HD-CG58-SBTC, ST-CG65-DCTC, HD-DR65-09TC, HD-F165-HGTC, 

HD-DR58-09TC, HD-CG58-14TC, HD-TT55-DCTC, HD-TT65-DCTC, HD-GM65-STTC

INSTALLATION
INSTRUCTIONS
For Soft & Hard Folding Tonneau Covers

https://www.carid.com/rixxu/
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In the box:

Tonneau cover assembly. (Image may not reflect your actual product)



Step 1. Clean the bed rails and remove any obstructions for installation.

Step 2. Place the tonneau cover on the bed rails of the truck bed and unfold it to be sure it is 
properly positioned with no gaps. 
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Step 3. Release all clamps and use the following steps to adjust them to the optimal fastening 
position. Please note the clamp can slide within the mounting point and be height adjusted by 
tightening or loosening the handle. 

Step 4. Fit the clamp to the bed rail by opening the clamp as shown.
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Allow the groove of the clamp to receive the base of the bed rail when the clamp is locked as 
shown.  

You will need to adjust each clamp to secure the tonneau properly. Use common sense when 
adjusting. A clamp that is too tight will not properly lock. A clamp that is too loose will allow the 
tonneau to move and potentially come off the vehicle when in motion. Make sure ALL clamps are 
properly adjusted and complete your installation.

(Included in the kit are metal brackets that can be used to secure the tonneau cover if your bed 
rails do not allow for easy clamp installation. The brackets should be secured to the bed rail at the 
clamp positions and the clamps should be properly secured to the brackets.)
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STOWING YOUR TONNEAU

If you need to have the tonneau cover in a folded position, use the plastic clips closest to the cab 
to secure the cover. The plastic clips will keep the cover secure when they are properly fastened.
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The included weather stripping is to be installed on the edge of the truck bed. Peel the adhesive 
backing from the strip, install in a continuous run along the edge of the truck bed so the weather 
stripping is compressed when the tailgate is closed. Cut off any additional material.
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WEATHER STRIPPING

Learn more about tonneau covers on our website.

https://www.carid.com/tonneau-covers.html



